Spotlight

The Hariri School of Nursing – A story of continued commitment
The Rafic Hariri School of Nursing held a celebration of its long history within AUB’s 150 years to date in the presence of AUB and AUBMC faculty, students, staff, alumni, as well as members of the Order of Nursing in Lebanon and HSON partners in Lebanon.
READ MORE

'Future is for Precision Medicine'
Assafir reports on AUB's Middle East Medical Assembly (MEMA) which explored a relatively new field of medicine, Precision Medicine.
READ MORE

Legacy Families
The AUB family tree has many branches. In fact, multi-generational family (3+) connections are one of AUB’s core strengths. We strengthen families and families strengthen us. Submit your family tree now as we move closer towards the WAAAUB All-Class Reunion on July 8-9.
READ MORE

'AUB Alumni Cookbook Launch'
The WAAAUB Philadelphia/Delaware Valley Alumni Chapter, in collaboration with alumni volunteers invite you to the official launch of ABUNDANCE, the first AUB Alumni Cookbook on May 19, 11am-12:30pm, in West Hall, Aud. B.
READ MORE

'AUB and Ras Beirut in 150 years of photographs'
President Fadlo R. Khuri and the Neighborhood Initiative cordially invite you to the opening of exhibition celebrating AUB’s relationship to its neighborhood on May 26, 5:30pm, at Main Gate.
READ MORE

Commencement and Honorary Degrees
The ceremonies for the awarding of graduate and undergraduate degrees and honorary degrees. This year’s ceremonies will have extra elements to mark the 150th anniversary of AUB. May 27-28, Green Field.
READ MORE

News

Events
HSON Director selected for international nursing research Hall of Fame

Director of HSON, Dr. Huda Huijer Abu-Saad, has been selected for induction into the International Nurse Researcher Hall of Fame on July 23, 2016, in Cape Town, South Africa.

READ MORE

Drs. Hamzeh and Kaafarani honored for inspiring their students

Two professors have been awarded AUB’s Teaching Excellence Award for the year 2016: Dr. Bilal Kaafarani of the Chemistry department, and Dr. Farook Hamzeh, of Civil and Environmental Engineering.

READ MORE

'Arabism philosopher and thinker Clovis Maksoud passes away'

Annahar reports on the death of AUB alumnus, former diplomat, professor, editor, writer, and humanistic thinker Dr. Clovis Maksoud.

READ MORE

'The Catastrophes of Today and the Catastrophe of 1948 in Syria'

AUB Professor Anaheed Al-Haridan writes for Columbia University Press blog linking the events of 1948 and today in Syria.

READ MORE

'AUB addresses conflict medicine'

Assafir reports on the launch of Conflict Medicine Program at AUB as part of its strategic health initiatives.

READ MORE

Upcoming Events

- Nutrition and Food Sciences workshop 'Nutrigenomics and Personalized Nutrition: Implications for the Dietetic Practice,' by Dr. Ahmed El-Sohemy, May 16, 2pm, Hostler Aud.
  READ MORE

- Beirut Vocal Point concert 'THE BEATLES,' May 16-17, 8pm, Blue Note
  READ MORE

- President's Club exhibition 'genus: nation gender status,' May 17 - June 17, Assembly Hall garden
  READ MORE

- Fourth International Organic Chemistry Competition (OC4), May 20, 2:30pm, Issam Fares Hall
  READ MORE

- Outdoors Festival, May 21-22, 10am-10pm, West Hall and Green Oval
  READ MORE

Announcements

- Nutrition in Emergencies
  READ MORE

- WAAAUB Summer Camp 2016
  READ MORE

- CCCL 'Hope Sweet Hope II'
  READ MORE
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